Tennis Match Results
Miami vs Texas A&M
3/19/2023 at Bryan-College Station, Texas
(Mitchell Tennis Center)

#2 Texas A&M 5, #13 Miami 2

**Singles competition**
1. #5 Mary Stoiana (TAM) def. #13 Alexa Noel (UM) 1-6, 6-4, 6-2
2. Daevenia Achong (UM) def. Salma Ewing (TAM) 7-6 (7-5), 6-4
3. #106 Mia Kupres (TAM) def. Isabella Pfennig (UM) 7-6 (7-3), 6-4
4. #90 Jayci Goldsmith (TAM) def. Audrey Boch-Collins (UM) 1-6, 7-6 (7-5), 7-5
5. #80 Daria Smetannikov (TAM) def. Mia Mack (UM) 7-5, 6-4
6. Jeanette Mireles (TAM) def. Maya Tahan (UM) 6-4, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Daevenia Achong/Maya Tahan (UM) def. #47 Salma Ewing/Jayci Goldsmith (TAM) 6-3
2. Mia Kupres/Mary Stoiana (TAM) vs. Alexa Noel/Isabella Pfennig (UM) 4-5, unfinished
3. Audrey Boch-Collins/Mia Mack (UM) def. Jeanette Mireles/Gianna Pielet (TAM) 6-4

Match Notes:
Miami 9-3, 4-1 ACC; National ranking #13
Texas A&M 17-1, 5-0 SEC; National ranking #2
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3); Singles (6,3,5,2,1,4)